Guildhall Students’ Union Annual Report 2021/22
By Harry Plant – President 2020-22

Hello, welcome to the Guildhall SU’s Annual Report for the academic year of
2021/22. What a year it has been for the union, as we’ve slowly moved out of the
pandemic and back into the building, the Guildhall SU has used this period to hit
refresh, modernise and build a stronger union for the future.
My goal for the SU when I joined two years ago was to help guide the school out
of the pandemic and to future proof the union for years to come, and in this report
I’ll be explaining what we have done as a collective team to achieve these goals
and to better the student experience as a whole.
Please enjoy this rollercoaster of an Annual Report – see you at the end!

Members of the SU Executive Committee
President – Harry Plant
VP Events – Darcie Jago
VP Finance – Eleanor Fineston-Robertson
VP Diversity – Josh Cole Brown
VP Academic Affairs – Hannah Hutton
VP Welfare – Elle Oldfield
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Aims and objective of the SU
(from Section 1, 2.0 of the SU constitution)
2.0 Aims and Objectives
2.1 To advance the education of its members and students of the School as a whole.
2.2 To represent the interests of its members and act as a channel of communication in dealing
with the School and other bodies.
2.3 To promote and protect the welfare of its members.
2.4 To promote, encourage and co-ordinate student clubs, societies, sports and social activities.
2.5 These aims and objectives will be practised without discrimination on the grounds of age,
sex, race, nationality, religion, creed, sexual orientation, disability or medical condition.
2.6 The Union will practice the above aims and objectives independent of any political party or
religious organisation.
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Union Development
Autumn Bi-Election
In the 2021 SU elections we were unable to recruit and elect a new Academic Affairs VP to
the team, this forced us into another Autumn Bi-Election for the role of Academic Affairs.
After a successful election at the end of September, we had elected Hannah Hutton to the
team. Once again similar to the year before when we also had to hold a bi-election for the
same role, it presented us with several issues, the main being the recruitment of student
representatives. The Academic VP is usually the key driving force in recruiting new student
reps at the beginning of the year. Therefore, I took on the role of Academic VP for the first
two months of the position, this obviously took a back seat role during the first few weeks of
term when it was fresher’s and induction weeks therefore we were slow off the ground when
it came to recruiting reps. Hannah and I did manage to recruit some more reps in the
following weeks after the election, but as I will explain later on, we had some major issues
when it came to student rep engagement throughout the year.

Day-to-Day Running
Being situated in the student common room in the Silk Street building is ideal in aiding our
open-door policy for students to drop in and chat with the team whenever they need to. Not
only does this provide a point of contact to ask for advice and help, but it helps us keep our
relationship with the student body an intimate one. I have also made sure to make myself
available online throughout the year and have held many meetings informally with students'
online answering questions and queries. My office hours have tended to be 10-6pm/7pm this
year, and I have often found myself working into the late evenings and weekends.
I am incredibly proud of the relationship the SU have built up with the production arts and
drama department this year. Traditionally the SU has been very music-focused and felt very
separated from the other departments in Milton Court. But through union events, the
Basement Revamp project, Christmas and summer festival and informal meetings with drama
and production arts students, the relationship is stronger than ever. This also shown in the
fact that next years team will have students from all departments represented, in research,
music, drama and production arts.

CUKSN
The most useful external partnership to the Guildhall Students’ Union and myself personally
as Guildhall SU President has been the CUKSN. Over the past two years the network has been
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a support anchor for all presidents across the network; it’s a place to ask questions, share
ideas and harvest knowledge from each other. We held online meetings much more regular
than the usual once a term conference, which provided a valuable tool for us to catch up and
stay in the loop to what our respective institutions were doing to support students.
We also held three in-person conferences;
•
•
•
•

Autumn – Royal Birmingham Conservatoire
Spring – Royal College of Music
Summer – Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama
Handover – Royal Northern College of Music

Many topics were covered this year at conferences, but most importantly, significant
structural change to the CUKSN was discussed, and plans have now been put in place for a
total revamp of how the network runs, which will hopefully see the group grow new levels,
both within the UK and internationally.

NUS
In last year’s report, I outlined my frustration at our relationship with NUS, and had
mentioned that we will be discussing this with the SU team and student parliament this
academic year. In March 2022, the Guildhall Student Parliament voted 98% in favour to
disaffiliate from the full-body membership of the National Union of Students.
I can confirm we will be fully disaffiliated by December 2022 this year. We will be remaining
part of the NUS Charity membership, which is a proportionally smaller contribution (0.5% of
our block grant) in the future.

ALCOPA
The All London Colleges of Performing Arts group was revived this year, very much under
Guildhall leadership. We hosted a very successful Halloween party in the Basement, where
we had students from all colleges in the group (Guildhall, Trinity, Central, RAM and RCM)
attend, and it was a very well received event. Despite only hosting one event, the group was
also very handy for me, as it provided a forum to discuss problems facing conservatoires in
London, where we often face similar issues to tackle.
The plan is to grow the group next year and invite more performing arts colleges to the
collective to expand the London network and work together to host bigger and better events.
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Constitution Review
The Guildhall SU Constitution 2022 will take effect from 1st August 2022 and invalidates all
former constitutions of this Union. The constitution was renewed, reviewed this year (2022),
and therefore will be subject to review by Union Parliament and the School next in 2027, in
accordance with the Education Act 1994. The constitution is a legal document that sets out
the activities and procedures of the Union.
The following changes were made to the constitution as part of the 2022 review;

Action 1- The removal of the Welfare Vice-President Role from the SU Executive Team.
The Vice-President for Welfare Role has proved in recent years to be problematic due to
several reasons; the foremost being that the student body generally sees this role as a
student counselling service, often coming to the VP with issues way beyond their remit, in
which they are neither trained nor are remotely appropriate for a fellow full-time student to
deal with regularly. It is a role that has proved to have many issues to do with boundaries,
safeguarding and mental health issues across the board, and it is not right for a studentelected into the position to have these responsibilities alongside studying a full-time degree.
By removing this role, we are instead looking at sharing the 'Wellbeing' responsibilities across
the SU team, advocating and signposting the correct help and support for students. With the
proper training and guidance for the SU Team, signposting to the relative support (Student
Affairs or external) will be a lot clearer, and students will get professional help quickly. Both
Elle (VP Welfare), the SU Executive Team and I are confident that this is the correct change
for the Guildhall SU to make and have spoken to fellow Union Presidents across the UK
Conservatoires Network to ask for their advice, and they wholeheartedly agree, some of
whom their unions have already taken this same action or are looking at following this same
course of action.

Action 2 The addition of a new Communication & Marketing Officer Role.
During my time as President, I have seen a massive increase in demand for more social
content and online presence, whether this be advertising student projects & opportunities,
promoting both SU and internal school events or running the SU social channels: and I believe
in keeping up with the demand that we introduce a new role into the SU Executive Team,
which would be called the Marketing and Communications Officer. Also, given the everincreasing side of online marketing within the arts sector, this would provide a brilliant
opportunity for a student to gain experience in a friendly but still professional environment.

Action 3 – Rename all Vice-Presidents to Officers
Action 4 – To disaffiliate from the full body membership of NUS
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Student Charter – Update
The SU Team met to discuss changes to the student charter this year, and agreed that the
CUKSN Respect Policy would be added into the charter. Please see below the CUKSN Respect
Policy;
CUKSN Respect Policy
As a member of Conservatoires UK, we celebrate the opportunity for our students and staff to work
and learn in an environment of openness and mutual respect, free from sexual misconduct, bullying,
harassment and discrimination of any kind.
We encourage the giving and receiving of constructive feedback to promote self-development and the
achievement of shared goals
We promote equality, diversity and inclusivity as part of our core values and hold them at the forefront
of all of our institutional decision-making
We are committed to providing support and taking appropriate action for any individuals who feel
they have been affected by sexual misconduct, bullying, harassment or discrimination
“Should you feel that you have been subject to any harassment or discrimination of any kind, please
contact our Student Affairs department or the Students’ Union.

SU Executive Pay Rise
To reflect the increase work and cost of living, I have made it my mission to improve the pay
for part time officers next year, and I am delighted to announce that the officers next year
will receive 28% pay increase, rising from £1623.02 to £2000.00 annually. The SU President
will also see their stipend rise from £21,640.02 to £22,000.00 annually.
This has been incorporated into the constitution already, and has been agreed by SMT and
will be part of next year’s block grant from the school.

New Guildhall Merchandise
Off the back of a successful hoodie order in 2020/21, we placed two big orders in term one,
for 150 jumpers and 150 hoodies. These all sold incredibly well and we managed to make a
small profit as well as please many students from this. In the summer term we also sold 70
GSMD Bucket Hats, again making a very small profit.
Next year I have advised the SU Team to purchase in bulk before fresher’s week, and make
this a income generator
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Basement
Over Christmas, the Basement Bar got a new paintjob! I would like to thank everyone in the
facilities department in particular Tom Alcott for his work in getting this new paint project up
and running! As well as the paintjob, the lighting in the basement roof arches were
completely refurbed with new LED lights.
The SU have also upgraded the spaces facilities by installing 3 new 50 inch TV’s, refitting the
festoon lights and getting the pool table a well needed refurb!

SU Election Success
After a successful election with the most ever candidates applying the student body elected
its new 2022/23 SU Team. I am very proud and excited to announce that next SU year’s team
will be the first to have officers in positions from Music (WBP, Strings), Research, Production
Arts and Drama; which really shows how far the SU’s reach has been across the school in the
past two years.
This year, the new team will take office on the 1st of August, including a short handover
period for all new officers to ensure a smooth transition between SU teams.







President – Darcie Jago (Music)
Diversity Officer – Nazli Tabatabai-Khatambakhsh (Research)
Events & Societies Officer – Justin Anderson (Production Arts)
Finance Officer – Jeremy Mitchell (Acting)
Academic Affairs Officer – Violetta Suvini (Music)
Marketing & Communications Officer – Lucas Houldcroft (Music)

SU Basement Technical Co-ordinator – New Role
After a very busy year of events, the SU decided to advertise for a Basement Tech
Coordinator who would help the Events Officer to form a team of a suitable number of
people to work on a rotational shift allocation, ensuring there are enough people depending
on the size of the event, and would be responsible for maintaining and fixing the equipment
and general space, as well as keeping an up to date itinerary of what we have.
We had several applicants and after an interview stage we hired Peter Adams (2nd Year –
Production Arts student) who has been a staple of the tech team this year. The role pays
£1500 for the year, paid monthly.
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Midi Keyboards - SS Common Room
I am delighted to announce that there will soon be 3-4 Midi Keyboards in the Silk Street
Common Room for students to use for coursework etc. A big thank you to IT for sorting this
out for us; these will be installed over the summer period.

Basement Bar - new token scheme
In our effort towards sustainability and decreasing our use of single-use plastics, the
Basement is trialling a new deposit system on our polycarbonate cups.
This is also in the interests of student safety by encouraging drinks not to be left
unattended. This means prices at the bar will increase by 50p across the whole menu as a
deposit. Or, if you don't want a drink right away or don't want to queue, or are ready to go
home from the Basement, exchange the glass for a biodegradable guildhall SU token. This
holds the value of a deposit for later use.
These tokens will then be available to be refunded in cash for a short period at the end of
every term. This is in the interests of speed of service so that refunds aren't being given out
constantly, making that pesky queue yet longer! Once you finish with your drink, bring the
empty glass back to the bar and receive the deposit amount back from your next purchase.
Bar staff will still roam and collect empty glasses if there is time. We will endeavour not to
pick up unfinished glasses but be aware that there isn't time to check every glass carefully
when it is busy. Please do us a favour and bring the glass back if you want your deposit back.
It will help us on our journey to not using single-use.
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Events & Societies
Accessible events for all
One of the big points on the SU’s agenda for the 2021/22 academic year was to provide a
busy, accessible events calendar, making up for the pandemic lack of in-person events. Not
only did we deliver over 90+ events across the year, we made every event free of charge,
meaning they were accessible to all students. This includes a very successful fresher’s week,
where we reached capacity numbers in the basement nearly every night.
Here is just an example of some of the events we hosted this year;












Boat Party
Oktoberfest
Throwback Night
Abba, Earth Wind and Fire, Tower of Power Nights
Basement Quiz Nights
Christmas Festival
Lakeside Carol Sing-Along
Stevie Wonder Night
Accommodation Advice Sessions
Summer Festival Ball
Project Period Charity Events

Charity Work
We also helped host two fantastic charity nights in aid of ‘Project Period’, these nights were
fantastically organised by Ebenezer Gyau (Acting Student). Not only did the DJs play for a
total of 7 hours straight, which is mental in itself, these nights brought together Acting,
Production Arts and Music students from right across the school, culminating in over £800
being raised.

Relationship with Barbican Residents
As part of the Guildhall Christmas Festival the SU hosted a carol sing along on lakeside, and it
was a lovely event, which brought together students, staff and residents of Barbican to
strengthen ties and community spirit after two very difficult years during the pandemic. The
event featured a 20+ strong brass ensemble, as well as some fantastic Christmas themed
light displays projected onto the Guildhall Silk Street building by VDLP students.
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Christmas Festival
The annual Guildhall Christmas Festival is a staple of our events calendar and this year the
festival was as successful as ever, in particular the Lakeside Carols/ VLDP Projections. It was a
part of the festival, which is normally hosted in sundial court, but this year we wanted to go
bigger and better, by bringing together the staff, students and barbican residents to Lakeside
to provide a real sense of community spirit and to see off the term with a bang!
At the very end of the day our newly formed, Guildhall Festival Orchestra led by Sam Gale,
performed a fantastic concert for a (very) full Silk Street Music Hall.
You can check out a few videos from that concert on our YouTube channel, and the full
selection of photos taken that day by Benjamin Reason on our website at
www.guildhallsu.com.

Societies
This year our societies have slowly picked up after the pandemic, and we now have a few
new societies, including a bouldering club, rounders’, and movie and game audio societies.
One of longest standing societies, our fantastic football team has been very active practicing
each weekend, and has also stormed the London Conservatoire League topping the table,
winning 5/6 games this season (5 W, 1 D, 0 L) and this takes our unbeaten streak to over 3.5
years now! Our netball and rounder’s clubs have also been incredibly active this year,
especially during the summer months, and has provided our students with a nice break from
their intensive studies. Pictured Below – post game celebrations after a 2-1 victory over Trinity.
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Welfare & Diversity
Free Emergency Sanitary Product Scheme
This year we have continued the fantastic ‘Free Emergency Sanitary Product Scheme’ in all
female, selected male and gender neutral bathrooms. The SU would like to thank student
affairs for the financial support for this project. We are also delighted that this is a scheme,
which we have also secured for the next academic year.

Diversity Role – 2nd year review
As we come to the end of the second year since the creation of the Diversity Role, I would
just like to thank the tremendous work of both our officers during, Daria Phillips (2020-21)
and Josh Cole-Brown (2021-22. The role has been an integral part of the team since its
creation, not only supporting the SU with many of its key functions, but has also supporting
the decision-makings within the new EDI committee. Next year we welcome Nazli TabatabaiKhatambakhsh who will be our 3rd officer to take this role, but also the first research student
ever to take position within the SU team, which is incredibly exciting for the new team!
As a school we still have a lot of work to do, and with the support of the SU, we cannot wait
to see the changes that will take place in the coming years.

Wellbeing Committee – plan in place
I have held initial meetings with Hetsie Van Rooyen (Safeguarding Officer) and Julia Oliver
(Student Life Officer) to discuss the formation of a new wellbeing committee. This is
something we wanted to get set up last year, but Covid and several other factors halted our
progress. Nonetheless, we are back, and we want to approach this group differently. Our aim
with this new group would be to approach welfare and wellbeing issues as a collective
support group (Student Affairs, Students' Union and Student Volunteers), with the correct
systems in place so that every student gets the proper support straight away via the right
channels. The idea would be that the Diversity Office and President Chair this new group.
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Free Contraception Products
As an SU we continue to provide free contraception, with the support of the ‘come correct’
scheme. This means students can come and collect these products anytime during office
hours in a discreet manner, completely free of charge.

Informal Diversity Meetings
Josh has been particular excellent this year in his day-day informal chats with students
discussing topics around EDI. This has been an excellent feedback mechanism and Josh has
used his connections within the Drama and PA department really well this year, which has
not only provided the Union with valuable feedback, but also gives all students reassurance
that they have an active union rep amongst them representing them.

Accommodation Resources
As part of the Union’s drive to help students with accommodation, we have put together two
excellent videos which are on our YouTube channel, on ‘Where to live in London’, and ‘Top
Tips’ when it comes to finding a flat in London. In addition to this, we have updated the
‘accommodation guide’, which accompanies our new videos on YouTube very nicely to give
students a better idea of suitable areas to live around Guildhall. Finally, In collaboration with
student affairs, we have helped host multiple accommodation event’s in person and online
for current and new students. You can check out all our accommodation resources now on
our website at https://guildhallsu.com/accommodation-help/
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Academic Affairs
Student Reps
I am going to be brutally honest here when I say we have had a very tough time when it has
come to student rep engagement in the past two years. We have since written a full-scale
report outlining several factors, which we think need addressing;








Attendance
Lack of Incentive
Depth of Feedback
Disparity of reps across courses
Accessibility
Rep Visibility
Culture of Feedback

We have since met with new team to discuss the report and believe we have good plan for
the SU to take forward next year to improve all the areas above. On the next page, you’ll also
be able to see the improved student rep structure across the school. This will help combat
the ‘disparity of reps across all courses’.

Proposed Rep Structure
2022/23 Academic Year
SU Executive Team
SU President
Academic Affairs Officer
Finance Officer
Diversity Officer
Marketing &
Communications
Officer
Events & Societies
Officer

Music Reps
WBP – UG
WBP - PG
Strings - UG
Strings - PG
Piano - UG

Production Arts Reps
Costume Yr 1
Costume Yr 2
Costume Yr 3
Stage Management Yr 1
Stage Management Yr 2

Drama Reps
BA Acting Yr 1
BA Acting Yr 2
BA Acting Yr 3
MA Acting Yr 2
MA Acting Yr 3

Piano - PG

Stage Management Yr 3

BA Acting Studies
Year 3

Vocal - UG
Vocal - PG
Jazz - UG
Jazz - PG
Composition - UG
Composition - PG
Electronic Music - UG
Electronic Music - PG
Music Therapy – PG (Year
1)
Music Therapy – PG (Year
2)

Theatre Technology Yr 1
Theatre Technology Yr 2
Theatre Technology Yr 3
Design Realisation Yr 1
Design Realisation Yr 2
Design Realisation Yr 3
VDLP Yr 1
VDLP Yr 2
VDLP Yr 3
MA Collaborative Theatre
Production
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Research
PG (Research)
PG (Write Up)

Proposed Structural Changes







Because of the amount of departments within music and the need for representation
at both Undergraduate and Postgraduate level, we are proposing a new UG and PG
structure for each department in music, this would then take us even to the amount
of reps we have in Production Arts.
By introducing departmental reps we, as a union can gather feedback specific to that
department and then work out the best way of dealing with that feedback, whether
that be dealing with it on a localised level via the head of department, via programme
boards or higher at SMT level.
We are happy with the current structure in place for Drama and Production Arts and
feel it represents students on all pathways in all years.
SU Executive Team Constitutional Change – it has been decided by student parliament
and passed through SMT and Board of Governors that the Welfare VP Role will be
scrapped and replaced with a Marketing & Communications Officer.

Representation
This year the SU has been very active in all school meetings, and on the very few instances
that the SU has failed to attend its scheduled meetings this year, prior notice has been
issued, and steps have been taken to ensure needed information/input has been given.
The SU executive committee has been in regular attendance many Boards and Committees,
including:










The Board of Governors
The Sustainability Steering Group
The Health and Safety Committee
Enrolment Working Group
Equality Diversity & Inclusion Committee
Various Student Affairs Meetings
Communications Working Group
Digital Strategy Meetings
Various Re-Validation Panels

In all of the above, the SU has been active in bringing forward matters arising that are
important to the student body and offering itself to implement actions of the meetings. As
outlined in ‘Union Matters’, our close contact with students has enabled us to play this vital
role of being the communication between the staff and students of the school.
Before all meetings that require the attendance of student reps, we have replaced the usual
pre-meet format with a team’s chat, as we wanted to limit screen time for students. This
worked better and allowed us to get feedback that is more personal where necessary.
Alongside attendance at meetings, the SU has been active this year in organising its
meetings with individual staff members to talk through problems that have arisen. This has
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dramatically improved the efficiency of student feedback being dealt with transparently and
allows staff to picture the issues at hand better.
The SU has also assisted a few students through the process of their appeals to the school.
Both of these students greatly appreciated the help they were given with the regulations
and understanding of the procedure and the 1-1 support they were given.
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Finance
Income Generation – Merchandise
This year we have found alternative ways of generating income, instead of charging money
for events we have managed to make the same amount of income from merchandise sales.
This is a very new thing for us, and something we will be expanding next year, so far we have
sold over 600 hoodies, jumpers and bucket hats to students at Guildhall, so it has proven to
be a big hit for students.
For next year, we will be aiming to setup a virtual shop on our website with the aim in the
next year or so to offer postage to alumni.

Full use of our budget
After saving money from the 2020/21 academic year due to the pandemic and on-going
Covid restrictions we managed to maximise our budget this year, meaning we could offer
more events, free of charge, whilst also improving our student facilities, including new
equipment in both common rooms, improving the basement (x3 new TV’s, sound system and
lights) and the SU Office. Next year we have agreed a great budget for the union, and will be
looking at more ways in maximising our income generation.

SU Stipends Increase
To reflect the increase work and cost of living, I have made it my mission to improve the pay
for part time officers next year, and I am delighted to announce that the officers next year
will receive 28% pay increase, rising from £1623.02 to £2000.00 annually. The SU President
will also see their stipend rise from £21,640.02 to £22,000.00 annually.
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Marketing & Communications
Social Media/ Website
This year we have put more focus on our website and social media, which has culminated in
the need now for a marketing and communications officer within the team, which we elected
back in May for the 2022.23 year. We built our new website last year in 2021 (July), and the
site viewers has seen a consistent growth in traffic over the past year. As a brand new site,
we were not expecting great numbers at the start, but with more content being driven onto
the site, we are seeing a growth and I expect this number to keep growing significantly next
year. I am suggesting that all fresher’s information next year is only posted on the website, to
almost pigeonhole new students into using the new site.
Our social media presence is also stronger than ever, utilising our Facebook page and forum
space, and Instagram page.

QR Posters
Our feedback QR system has continued to work well this year, providing a space for students
to anonymously give feedback to the SU, and whilst sometimes vague, most of the feedback
we are given we have been able to action very quickly.

YouTube Channel
Another platform which has seen much more content been added this year is our YouTube
channel, in which we have added more resources for accommodation, and some of our event
videos too!

Dotdigital – new newsletter format
We have now moved onto Dotdigital, which is a new platform to create our weekly
newsletter. This will allow students to access links within our newsletters to key information;
this platform will also create a cleaner, more professional looking newsletter bulletin.

New Role – Marketing & Communications Officer
During my time as President, I have seen a massive increase in demand for more social
content and online presence, whether this be advertising student projects & opportunities,
promoting both SU and internal school events or running the SU social channels: and I believe
in keeping up with the demand that we introduce a new role into the SU Executive Team,
which would be called the Marketing and Communications Officer. Also, given the everincreasing side of online marketing within the arts sector, this would provide a brilliant
opportunity for a student to gain experience in a friendly but still professional environment.
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Around the School
Successful campaign to get new printers
The printers at Guildhall have been particularly unreliable during my time at Guildhall,
breaking on the daily. I am delighted to announce that with pressure from the SU this year,
the school have decided to upgrade the fleet of printers we currently have with new ones
this summer.

New Coffee Machine in Silk Street Café
The coffee machine has been broken a few times this year, and we’ve had weeks a time
when it doesn’t work, meaning student and staff have to go to local Pret’s or other shops to
get their coffee fix. After discussion at SSLC and other facilities meetings, a new coffee
machine was purchased.

New Catering Contract 2023
Catering at Guildhall has been a problem with students since the takeover of Benugo, with
prices rising and limited options, its left many students with very little time to get lunch and
having to spend double what they would externally.
After pressure from the SU we are delighted that the school are now looking to other
companies for the renewal of the catering contract next year. This will happen in Spring
2023.
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Thank you and farewell!

And just like that, the SU Report is at its end, and the end of my time as SU President comes to a close.
A massive thank you from me to all the students and staff for the past two years as SU president, it’s
been quite the rollercoaster ride, but I have loved every minute.
I am delighted and very proud of the achievements of the SU over the past two years, highlights
including; the introduction of the Diversity and Marketing & Communication roles, the 90+ events we
have hosted (all free of charge), the basement refurb, and the creation of schemes and initiatives such
as the free sanitary products across the school, to name a just a few! I would also like to thank Orla
O’Loughlin and her team for the support she has given the SU in building a closer relationship with
drama students over the past few years. We’re now engaging with more Drama students than ever
before on a rep level and hosting more Drama based events, and for the first time ever, we have a
Drama student on the SU team next year, which is a statement of how far we have come!
A big thank you also goes to the staff, in particular Jonathan Vaughan, Lynne Williams, Katharine Lewis
and Julia Oliver, who have supported me and the SU like a rock during my tenure.
Finally, I would also like to thank both my SU teams, coming out of the pandemic was never going to be
easy, but the fantastic work of both my teams has been extraordinary, and the support they have given
me has been second to none.
I cannot wait to see the union go from strength to strength next year under Darcie and her fantastic
new team, they have some fantastic ideas brewing already, and I can confidently say that the SU is in
very capable hands next year.
Goodbye from me! I hope everyone has a lovely relaxing summer; I know I will be (two weeks on the
beach in Barbados, waheeyy), and the very best to everyone for the next year ahead!
Love to all and Guildhall!
Harry Plant
Guildhall SU President 2020-22
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